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ABSTRACT
We present a kpc-scale analysis of the relationship between the molecular depletion time
(τmoldep ) and the orbital time (τorb) across the field of 39 face-on local galaxies, selected from
the EDGE-CALIFA sample. We find that, on average, 5% of the available molecular gas
is converted into stars per orbital time, or τmoldep ∼ 20 τorb. The resolved relation shows a
scatter of ∼ 0.5 dex. The scatter is ascribable to galaxies of different morphologies that fol-
low different τmoldep−τorb relations which decrease in steepness from early- to late-types. The
morphologies appear to be linked with the star formation rate surface density, the molecular
depletion time, and the orbital time, but they do not correlate with the molecular gas content
of the galaxies in our sample. We speculate that in our molecular gas rich, early-type galax-
ies, the morphological quenching (in particular the disc stabilization via shear), rather than
the absence of molecular gas, is the main factor responsible for their current inefficient star
formation.
Key words: ISM: molecules – galaxies: star formation – galaxies: structure – galaxies: kin-
ematics and dynamics – galaxies: evolution
1 INTRODUCTION
Star formation is the result of an intricate interplay of dynamical,
thermal, radiative, and chemical phenomena that operates on a wide
range of scales (McKee & Ostriker 2007, Padoan et al. 2014).
Nevertheless, on a kpc scale, a simple “recipe” for star formation
emerges. This recipe was first formalized by Schmidt (1959) who
suggested that the star formation rate (SFR) is proportional to the
square of gas volume density (SFR ∝ ρ2). Afterwards, several
works have aimed to empirically verify Schmidt’s conjecture. The
? E-mail: dcolombo@mpifr-bonn.mpg.de
seminal studies were performed by Kennicutt (1989) and Kennicutt
(1998), who measured the relation between the surface densities of
SFR (ΣSFR) and total gas (Σgas):
ΣSFR ∝ ΣNgas, (1)
which goes by the name of the “Kennicutt-Schmidt’s relation”
(hereafter the KS relation, also called “star formation law”) with
N = 1.40±0.15. This relation can also be parametrized through a
single quantity called “depletion time” which expresses the times-
cale to convert the gas into stars at the current SFR:
τdep ≡ Σgas
ΣSFR
. (2)
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The inverse of τdep is usually called the “star formation efficiency”
(SFE).
Resolved studies of nearby galaxies have shown that, on kpc-
scales, the surface densities dominated by the molecular gas (Σmol)
linearly correlate with ΣSFR (e.g., Bigiel et al. 2008, Leroy et al.
2008, Schruba et al. 2011, Leroy et al. 2013), while the atomic gas
seems irrelevant (Wong & Blitz 2002, Heyer et al. 2004, Kenni-
cutt et al. 2007, Schruba et al. 2011). The linearity means that the
molecular depletion time is approximately constant: τmoldep≈ 2 Gyr
(e.g., Leroy et al. 2008, Rahman et al. 2012, Leroy et al. 2013).
However, most of these works are carried out in local discs, but
studies of the integrated star forming properties in high redshift
starburst (Daddi et al. 2010, Genzel et al. 2010, Tacconi et al. 2010)
and quiescent early-type galaxies (Davis et al. 2014) show that not
all systems follow the same KS relation as the nearby discs.
A relation explicitly incorporating the local orbital time (here-
after τorb) is able to describe the star formation in both high-
redshift starbursts and nearby discs equally well (Daddi et al. 2010,
Genzel et al. 2010) as proposed by Silk (1997) and Elmegreen
(1997). This alternative “star formation law” is sometimes called
the “Silk-Elmegreen” relation (hereafter SE relation). In particular,
Silk (1997) defined the relation between ΣSFR and Σgas as follows:
ΣSFR = orb
Σgas
τorb
, (3)
where a fraction of gas, orb (hereafter: “orbital efficiency”), is con-
verted into stars during each orbital time.
Therefore, given the SE relation, a direct proportionality
between the τdep and τorb is expected in the form:
τorb = orbτdep. (4)
Silk (1997) described equation 4 as a local relation with
τdep = ρgas/ρSFR, where ρgas is the volumetric density of total
neutral gas and ρSFR is the SFR volume density. Volume densities
are difficult to measure in extragalactic context, but surface densit-
ies are more easily accessed. Thus, the original Silk (1997) relation
is generally recast in term of equation 3. This relation can also be
applied in global terms, assuming that neutral gas and young stars
have similar scale height and radial distributions.
The intuition behind this relation originally relies on two dif-
ferent classes of models. Following the idea of Wyse (1986) and
Wyse & Silk (1989), the multiple passages of clouds through re-
gions of high gravitational potential (such as a spiral arm density-
wave) favour the growth of clouds through collision and their sub-
sequent collapse. Clouds on faster orbits (shorter orbital times)
would encounter these gravitational depressions more frequently.
As a consequence, the star formation rate and its efficiency within
those objects will be enhanced with respect to clouds on slower
orbits. In this case the star formation law would assume the form
ΣSFR ∝ ΣNgas(Ω− Ωp), (5)
where Ω = Vc/Rgal is the disc angular speed and Ωp is the pattern
speed of the spiral arms. In the limit where Ωp is small with respect
to Ω (typically within the corotation) andN = 1, the star formation
law assumes the form of the Silk-Elmegreen relation (equation 3),
since τorb = 2pi/Ω.
Tan (2000) generalized this model to every episode of cloud
compression, referring to negative shear as the main mechanism
that supports the cloud coalescence in spiral arms (see also Tasker
& Tan 2009; Tan 2010; Suwannajak, Tan & Leroy 2014). That
model expressed the shear through the rotation curve shape factor
β = d lnVc/d lnRgal as
ΣSFR ∝ ΣgasΩ(1− 0.7β). (6)
For a flat circular velocity curve (β = 0), equation 6 is equivalent
to the SE relation.
Alternatively, Wang & Silk (1994) predicted that the star form-
ation rate scales with the total amount of gas divided by the time-
scale for the perturbation growth in the disc, i.e.:
ΣSFR ∝ Σgas/τgrow. (7)
The time-scale for the perturbation growth in a rotating disc can be
expressed as (Tan 2000):
τgrow ∝ σgas/Σgas ∝ Q/κ, (8)
where σgas and Σgas represent the total gas velocity dispersion
and the mass surface density, respectively. The Toomre (1964)
Q−parameter indicates the ability of the gas to balance self-gravity
with its own kinematics (parametrized via σgas), together with cent-
rifugal forces due to the disc rotation expressed through the epicyc-
lic frequency κ. For a marginally stable disc, Q ∼ 1 (or more gen-
erally Q is constant in a self-regulating star formation scenario) so
that κ ∝ Ω, τgrow ∼ Ω−1 ∝ τorb. Thus, Equation 7 has a similar
form as Equation 3. Global studies (Kennicutt 1998, Daddi et al.
2010, Genzel et al. 2010) implicitly assume that the orbital time,
measured at the outer radius of the star forming region, is equival-
ent to the average perturbation growth time-scale in the mid-plane
of the disc.
Despite several successful observational applications (e.g.,
Kennicutt 1998, Boissier et al. 2003, Daddi et al. 2010, Genzel
et al. 2010) and theoretical derivations (e.g, Tan 2000, Krumholz
& McKee 2005, Narayanan et al. 2012), the direct proportionality
between depletion time and orbital time implied by the SE relation
has been often questioned. The resolved SE relation in M51 shows
a significant scatter of 0.4 dex (Kennicutt et al. 2007) and systems
of different physical scales are not well described by a single SE
relation (e.g. Krumholz, Dekel & McKee 2012). Also, some theor-
etical works struggle to find such correlation (e.g., Dopita & Ryder
1994, Kim, Kim & Ostriker 2011).
The total gas depletion time of nearby galaxies appears pro-
portional to the orbital time to some degree (Wong & Blitz 2002),
but molecular depletion time (τmoldep ) and τorb are at most weakly
correlated (Leroy et al. 2008, Wong 2009, Saintonge et al. 2011,
Leroy et al. 2013). The correlation between τmoldep and τorb seems
more significant in the inner region of the galaxies, where the or-
bital time becomes similar to the dynamical time of the GMCs
(Leroy et al. 2013, see also Meidt et al. 2015).
Even with these difficulties and ambiguities, the orbital time
remains a way to parametrize how large-scale dynamics influence
the molecular gas properties at various levels. As seen above, there
remains ample theoretical motivation to explore these influences
and some suggestive observational evidences. In M51, flux and in-
tegrated intensity probability distribution functions show a strong
deviation from a log-normal shape in the spiral arm region (Hughes
et al. 2013). At the same time, streaming motions lengthen the mo-
lecular depletion time in the spiral arms of the galaxy (Meidt et al.
2013). The galactic disc differential rotation can set a limit to the
development of expanding shells (Elmegreen, Palouš & Ehlerová
2002) and in the maximum mass that stellar clusters, GMCs, and
high redshift clumps can reach (Kruijssen 2014, Reina-Campos &
Kruijssen 2017). These phenomena (together with stellar feedback)
might be responsible for the different slope of the GMC mass spec-
tra in M51 environments (Colombo et al. 2014), to create a large
c© 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–18
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population of unbound clouds in the Milky Way and external galax-
ies (Dobbs & Pringle 2013; see also Dobbs, Burkert & Pringle 2011
and references therein), and to disperse the molecular gas to large
scale height (Pety et al. 2013, Caldú-Primo et al. 2013).
Here, we expand the empirical study of the role of large-scale
dynamics on molecular depletion time through a joint analysis of
the Extragalactic Database for Galaxy Evolution (EDGE, Bolatto
et al. 2017) and the Calar Alto Legacy Integral Field Area (CAL-
IFA, Sánchez et al. 2012) surveys. This new analysis extends pre-
vious, resolved (kpc-scale) work on the local galaxy population to
larger distances and a wider variety of galaxies. Furthermore, with
the high quality optical data, we are able to investigate what ef-
fects drive these relationships in the context of galaxy morpholo-
gies, stellar masses, and local properties. We focus on the parameter
space defined by τmoldep and τorb using a sample of 39 approximately
face-on spiral galaxies (inclination < 65◦). Given the significantly
wider exploration of parameter space we can complete a rich in-
vestigation of the different factors that could influence dynamically
governed star formation.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we summar-
ize the two surveys CALIFA (Section 2.1) and EDGE (Section 2.2)
and the choice of sample (Section 2.3). Section 2.4 outlines the
method we follow to obtain resolved maps of molecular deple-
tion time from SFR and molecular gas surface densities, while in
Section 2.5 we explore the theoretical basis to calculate circular
speed models and orbital time per galactocentric radius from stel-
lar kinematics. Section 3 reports the resolved relation analyzed in
the paper between τmoldep and τorbtogether with its corresponding
integrated version. In Section 4 the pixel-by-pixel relations are en-
coded via the Hubble type and the stellar mass of the galaxies to
study the global parameter dependency of the main quantities. Us-
ing the same properties, we show azimuthally averaged time-scale
profiles of the different morphologies in Section 5. Finally, we dis-
cuss and summarize our findings (in Section 6 and 7, respectively).
We supplement the main work with appendices that test the in-
fluence of non-detections (Appendix A), local galaxy environment
(Appendix B), and the influence of atomic gas (Appendix C) in the
analysis of the depletion time, as well as a few additional caveats
and limitations (Appendix D).
2 DATA AND SAMPLE
We make use of two datasets: the Calar Alto Legacy Integral
Field Area (CALIFA) survey (Sánchez et al. 2012), and the Ex-
tragalactic Database for Galaxy Evolution (EDGE) survey (Bolatto
et al. 2017). Utomo et al. (2017) reports the method we used to
derive SFR, molecular gas surface density, and molecular deple-
tion time maps. The circular velocity curve models from stellar
kinematics are calculated by Kalinova et al. (2017a), and the CO
rotation curves are obtained by R. C. Levy et al. (in preparation).
Detailed descriptions of those data products are presented in those
papers. Here, we just provide a brief summary.
2.1 The CALIFA survey
CALIFA is a survey that observed more than 700 SDSS galaxies
in the local Universe through an integral field unit (IFU). The tar-
gets of CALIFA are chosen to be statistically representative of the
galaxy population in the redshift range 0.005 < z < 0.03. They
cover a stellar mass range of log10(M∗/[M]) = 9.4-11.4 (Wal-
cher et al. 20141); both early and late type morphologies, including
mergers, and irregular galaxies (Sánchez et al. 2016). The data have
been collected using the Postdam Multi-Aperture Spectrophoto-
meter (PMAS) and the PMAS fiber PAcK (PPAK) IFU at the 3.5m
telescope of the Calar Alto Observatory in Spain (García-Benito
et al. 2015). The CALIFA sample is diameter-selected (45′′ <
D25 < 80
′′), with a spatial resolution of 2.5′′ (corresponding to
∼ 1 kpc at the average redshift of the survey), and spans spectral
ranges 3745−7300 Å (R ∼ 850) and 3400−4750 Å (R ∼ 1650).
In terms of sample, CALIFA is more extended than previous, pion-
eering surveys (e.g. SAURON, Bacon et al. 2001 ; Atlas3D, Cap-
pellari et al. 2011), which imaged mainly the centre of early-type,
high-mass galaxies. At the same time, the PPAK instrument en-
sured large spatial coverage and number of fibers: CALIFA galax-
ies have better linear resolution than next-generation surveys (e.g.
SAMI, Croom et al. 2012, Bryant et al. 2015; and MaNGA, Bundy
et al. 2015, Sánchez et al. 2016). CALIFA represents, to date, the
best trade-off between sample statistics and survey design among
IFU surveys.
In our analysis of CALIFA data, we use emission line maps
(at Hα, Hβ, [NII], [OIII] wavelengths), stellar population synthesis
products, and stellar kinematic results (provided by the PIPE3D
pipeline described in Sánchez et al. 2016). These maps are regrid-
ded and smoothed to match the pixel scale and resolution of EDGE
data. Low signal-to-noise ratio pixels (SNR< 2) are blanked as
well as foreground stars (see Utomo et al. 2017 for details).
2.2 The EDGE survey
EDGE is the 12CO J = 1− 0 and 13CO J = 1− 0 follow-up sur-
vey of 177 infrared-bright CALIFA galaxies. Among those, 126 tar-
gets have been observed with both D+E configurations of CARMA,
yielding a typical synthesized beam of ∼ 4.5′′. Given the average
distance of EDGE targets, this resolution corresponds to approx-
imately 1.5 kpc. The D+E cubes used in this analysis have a chan-
nel width of 10 km s−1. The RMS noise in EDGE cubes ranges
between 40−65 mK with an average of∼ 50 mK, giving a 3σRMS
sensitivity of Σmol ∼ 11 M pc−2 (before inclination corrections).
EDGE is by far the most extended interferometric 12CO(1-0) sur-
vey in the local Universe. It spans broader ranges of color, luminos-
ity, stellar masses, and morphological types than the previous kpc-
scale surveys which focused on nearby, blue, star forming galaxies
(e.g. BIMA SONG, Regan et al. 2001; Helfer et al. 2003; HER-
ACLES, Leroy et al. 2009; CARMA STING, Rahman et al. 2011,
Rahman et al. 2012) or the centers of early type galaxies (Alatalo
et al. 2013). Full information about the EDGE survey design and
data reduction appeared in Bolatto et al. (2017).
In our studies, we use moment maps from D+E data cubes,
masked in order to capture CO emission. The signal-to-noise ratio
in pixels within the mask is mostly SNR> 2. Those masks have
been constructed using the IDL method developed by Wong et al.
(2013)2. To minimize oversampling, the original EDGE images
have been regridded so that each independent resolution element
1 The mass range has been originally calculated by Walcher et al. (2014)
using a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function (IMF). Throughout the pa-
per we adopt a Kroupa (2001) IMF (see also Utomo et al. 2017). By as-
suming the conversion factor suggested by Madau & Dickinson (2014),
IMFKroupa = 1.07 IMFChabrier; therefore, the indicated mass range is
consistent with our assumed IMF.
2 https://github.com/tonywong94/idl_mommaps
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corresponds to 4 pixels (Utomo et al. 2017). This sampling is used
throughout this paper.
2.3 Sample selection
The sample considered in this paper consists of 83 objects, which is
the overlap between 126 galaxies from the full EDGE D+E sample
and the 238 CALIFA galaxies that have the circular velocity curve
modeled by Kalinova et al. (2017a). In most of the analysis, we
only use galaxies with inclination below 65◦. We explore the effect
of inclinations in highly inclined galaxies in Appendix D. There
are 71 EDGE galaxies with inclination below this 65◦ limit, which,
when restricted to the samples with dynamical models and that en-
compass at least one line-of-sight with SNR>2 (for both ΣSFR and
Σmol) results in 39 objects. Fig. 1 shows the comparison between
the parent EDGE sample (after inclination cut) and the sample used
in this paper. Although there is a significant reduction in the num-
ber of galaxies, our sample is still a representation of the EDGE
sample (after inclination cut) in terms of the Hubble type, stellar
masses, star formation rates, and molecular gas masses. However,
very late-type galaxies (Sd) are underrepresented in our sample.
Galaxies with log(SFR/M yr−1) > 1 and log(Mmol/M) > 10
are also underrepresented with respect to the EDGE sample (after
inclination cut).
2.4 Molecular depletion time maps
The maps of molecular depletion time have been generated by
Utomo et al. (2017) and they are fully described there. Here, we
give a short summary of their derivation method. The molecular
depletion time is calculated by:
τmoldep =
Σmol
ΣSFR
. (9)
The deprojected maps of molecular gas surface density (Σmol) are
generated by following Leroy et al. (2008):
Σmol
M pc−2
= αCO cos i
ICO
K km s−1
, (10)
where we assume the Galactic CO-to-H2 conversion factor of
αCO = 4.4 to convert between 12CO (J = 1 − 0) integrated in-
tensity (ICO) to Σmol; cos i accounts for the deprojected area due
to the inclination (i) of galaxies.
The maps of star formation rate surface density (ΣSFR) are
obtained from:
ΣSFR(M pc−2 yr−1) = C × 4pid
2F (Hα) cos i
Spix
× 100.4 AHα .
(11)
The Hα flux maps (F (Hα)) are converted to Hα luminosity by
considering the distance d of the galaxies in pc, which are drawn
from the HyperLEDA catalog (Makarov et al. 2014). The neb-
ular extinction of Hα (AHα ) is calculated applying the Balmer
decrement method (e.g., Catalán-Torrecilla et al. 2015, equation
1), which compares the observed and theoretically expected ra-
tios between Hα and Hβ fluxes. To convert between extinction-
corrected Hα luminosities and SFR, we use the calibration factor
C = 5.3 × 10−43 (M yr−1 erg−1 s) from Calzetti et al. (2007).
Finally, SFR surface density maps are generated by dividing SFR
by the physical pixel area of the regridded and deprojected Hα flux
maps, Spix, expressed in kpc. Additionally, we blank the AGN-like
emission pixels that lie above the Kewley & Dopita (2002) relation
in the BPT diagram (constructed by the [NII]/Hα and [OIII]/Hβ
line ratio maps) as well as pixels with Hα equivalent width < 6Å,
because this Hα emission is caused by stars older than 500 Myrs,
which are not associated with star formation (Sánchez et al. 2014).
Pixels within ΣSFR and Σmol maps with SNR > 2 are
considered as detections in our analysis. Following Utomo et al.
(2017), we will also study what we consider as upper and lower
limits of the depletion time. Upper τmoldep limits are measured by in-
cluding non-detections in Σmol as 2σrms values. The uncertainty
level within the masked cube (1σrms) is calculated as the standard
deviation of the noise along the velocity axis. The lower limits are
given by the non-detections of the SFR surface density. We con-
sidered non-detections in ΣSFR as values below 2σrms, where the
noise level (1σrms) is determined by the median absolute deviation
of the AGN-masked CALIFA Hα maps.
2.5 Dynamical models, circular velocity curves, and orbital
times
We calculate the orbital times from the circular velocity curves
(CVCs) inferred from stellar kinematics and SDSS r-band surface
brightness (Kalinova et al. 2017a), rather than from the CO rota-
tion curve. This choice maximizes the dynamic ranges of stellar
masses and Hubble types in our sample, because the rotation curves
inferred from CO are mainly available for intermediate morpholo-
gical types (R. C. Levy et al. in preparation). Since stars are present
in all galaxy types, we can obtain orbital times for EDGE targets
that are barely resolved in CO emission without being constrained
by the accuracy of their CO rotation curves. A similar approach has
been used by Davis et al. (2014) to calculate rotation curves for a
sample of fast rotating early-type galaxies.
The CVCs were derived using the axis-symmetric case
of Jeans anisotropic multi-Gaussian expansion dynamical model
(JAM3; Cappellari 2008). In the JAM approach, two basic assump-
tions are made for the stellar population: a constant velocity an-
isotropy (βz = 1 − σ2z/σ2R) and a constant dynamical mass-to-
light ratio (Υdyn). The parameters βz and Υdyn have been defined
after fitting the observed second-order velocity moment Vrms =√
V 2 + σ2 calculated from the stellar kinematics of the galaxies
(Falcón-Barroso et al. 2016). The best-fit model of the observed
Vrms, the corresponding fitting parameters (βz and Υdyn), and their
uncertainties are obtained by applying the Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) method as described in Kalinova et al. (2017b).
The circular velocity curve is derived by applying Poisson’s
equation to the best fit of gravitational potential Φ(R, z). Φ(R, z)
is generated via the multi-Gaussian expansion method (MGE;
Monnet, Bacon & Emsellem 1992; Emsellem, Monnet & Bacon
1994), where the observed surface brightness of the galaxies is
parametrized as a sum ofN Gaussian components, which represent
the photometry of the galaxies in detail, as follows:
I(x′, y′) =
N∑
j=0
I0,j exp
{
− 1
2ξ′j
2
[
x′2 +
y′2
q′j
2
]}
, (12)
where I0,j is the central surface brightness, ξ′j is the dispersion
along the major x′-axis and q′j describes the flattening of the el-
lipses. The intrinsic dispersion ξj and flattening qj are related to
their observed (plane-of-sky) equivalents to:
ξj = ξ
′
j and q
′
j
2
= cos2 i+ q2j sin
2 i. (13)
3 http://www-astro.physics.ox.ac.uk/ mxc/software/#jam
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Figure 1. The histograms of Hubble types (panel a; Walcher et al. 2014), integrated stellar masses (panel b; Sánchez et al. 2016), SFR (panel c; Bolatto et al.
2017), and molecular gas masses (panel d; Bolatto et al. 2017) of the full EDGE D+E sample (white) and the sample in this paper (gray). Both samples are
restricted to galaxies with inclination below 65◦. This figure shows that the sample that is selected for this study is still representative of the full EDGE sample
of Bolatto et al. (2017).
Galaxy Hubble type ΣSFR Σmol τmoldep τorb A Reff i D N
det
los N
non−det
los
[10−4 M kpc−2 yr−1] [M pc−2] [109 yr] [108 yr] [10−8 yr−1] ["] [◦] [Mpc]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
NGC6021 E5 0.65± 0.01 19.56± 0.69 302.53± 7.28 2.41± 0.07 1.23± 0.04 11.18 43 69 2 14
NGC5485 E5 1.4± 0.1 13.31± 1.56 109.11± 20.46 0.53± 0.08 1.89± 0.21 15.79 47 27 7 32
NGC5784 S0 136.47± 64.47 24.83± 8.31 2.52± 1.13 0.69± 0.22 4.28± 1.06 12.04 45 79 73 148
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
NGC3381 Sd 165.1± 81.93 21.98± 4.68 1.47± 0.76 1.53± 0.69 0.35± 0.08 21.42 31 23 59 209
Table 1. The sample of nearby EDGE-CALIFA galaxies considered in this work: (1), CALIFA name of the galaxies; (2), Hubble type defined by eye from
members of the CALIFA team as described in Walcher et al. 2014. In the paper we group different elliptical types in the same category “E”, S0 and S0a galaxies
are considered as “S0” type, while Sdm galaxies are grouped together to “Sd” types; (3), median and median absolute deviation of the detected lines-of-sight
from the SFR surface density map of a given galaxy; (4), median and median absolute deviation of the detected lines-of-sight from the molecular gas mass
surface density map of a given galaxy; (5), median and median absolute deviation of the detected lines-of-sight from the molecular depletion time map of
a given galaxy; (6) median and median absolute deviation of the orbital time where both ΣSFR and Σmol are detected; (7), median and median absoluted
deviation of the local shear rate (Oort’s A) where both ΣSFR and Σmol are detected; (8), effective radius measured by Walcher et al. 2014; (9), inclination
from CO kinematics (R. C. Levy et al. in prep.); (10), distance from HyperLEDA; (11), number of detected τmoldep lines-of-sight (both ΣSFR and Σmol detected
with SNR>2); (12), number of non-detected τmoldep lines-of-sight (either ΣSFR or Σmol have SNR<2).
Kalinova et al. (2017a) obtained the MGE models using the
software implementation of Cappellari (2002). The code was ap-
plied to the r-band photometric images from the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) using Data Release 12 (DR12;
Alam et al. 2015).
Finally, the circular velocity from the JAM model is derived
from (e.g., Section 3.2. of Kalinova et al. 2017b):
V 2c (Rgal) ≡ V 2c,JAM(Rgal) =
N∑
j=0
2GLjΥj√
2piξj
R2gal
ξ2j
×
∫ 1
0
exp
{
−u
2R2gal
2ξ2j
}
u2 du√
1− (1− q2j )u2
, (14)
where Lj ≡ 2piξ2j q′jI0,j and Υj are the total luminosity and the
mass-to-light ratio of the jth Gaussian. Due to the assumption of a
constant mass-to-light ratio, Υj is taken to be the same for all Gaus-
sians in the dynamical model, i.e., Υj = Υdyn, ∀j (see Section 3.2
of Kalinova et al. 2017b).
Given the circular velocity curve, we can compute the orbital
time at each galactocentric radius Rgal as:
τorb(yr) =
2piRgal
Vc(Rgal)
. (15)
The orbital time is a proxy for the depth of the global potential
well of the galaxies within Rgal. We ensure that all galaxies in our
sample are fast rotators by performing the test described in Em-
sellem et al. (2011) equation 3, where galaxy ellipticity and an-
gular momentum are calculated by Kalinova et al. (2017a) (see
also Falcón-Barroso et al. in preparation). Moreover, JAM circular
speeds are largely in agreement with the CO rotation curves. Com-
paring JAM models to CO curves only reveals small differences
(typically ∼ 10 km s−1, G. Leung et al. submitted), despite the
assumption of a constant Υdyn that has been shown to be not com-
pletely appropriate for galactic discs (de Denus-Baillargeon et al.
2013). τorb estimates reflect the orbital times within the molecu-
lar gas in the mid-plane. Nevertheless, we discuss in Appendix D
possible biases introduced by the JAM modeling in the τmoldep -τorb
relation.
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Figure 2. Left: The resolved relationship between τmoldep and τorb in our EDGE-CALIFA sample. This figure shows that the detected lines-of-sights cluster
around the 5% orbital efficiency with a large scatter of 0.5 dex. Coloured circles in the diagrams refer to the detections only, with darker colours represent
higher number densities of pixels. The upper and lower limits of τmoldep are indicated as gray points. Black ellipses mark the 1σ (inner) and 2σ (outer) confidence
interval of the data, derived from the Principal Component Analysis (see text). The cyan line and its band indicate the median and interquartile range of τmoldep
within bins of 0.2 dex in τorb. Right: The integrated measurements of the molecular depletion times (calculated within 2Reff ) and the orbital times (measured
at 2Reff ). The measurements of τmoldep and τorb in Sb-Sbc galaxies (which dominate our sample) are moderately correlated (Spearman rank ∼ 0.7) and show
a median orbital efficiency of 10%, while other Hubble type galaxies largely deviate from this value. Considering measurements within different effective radii
does not change the general trend with the Hubble types that we show in this figure. In both panels, parallel dashed black lines represent loci where a certain
fraction of molecular gas is consumed by star formation at each orbit (orbital efficiency, orb): 0.5%, 1.7%, 5%, 17%, and 50% (from top to bottom). As a
comparison, the horizontal solid green line marks the average depletion time of 2.2 Gyr as measured in nearby spiral galaxies by Leroy et al. 2013, together
with their scatter of ±0.28 dex (dashed green lines).
3 A RELATION BETWEEN THE RESOLVED
MOLECULAR DEPLETION AND ORBITAL TIMES
FROM LOCAL GALAXIES?
Identifying the connections between the molecular depletion time
and other timescales in the galaxies can give insight into the phys-
ics that regulates the star formation. The orbital time is the longest
of the relevant dynamical times in the galactic discs (see, e.g. Se-
menov, Kravtsov & Gnedin 2017 and references therein), therefore
it is the closest in magnitude to typical molecular depletion time
values measured on kpc-scale. Here, we explore the connections
between molecular depletion time and orbital time using resolved
measurements from EDGE and CALIFA data. Fig. 2 (left) shows
the result of the analysis as a bi-dimensional histogram. The data
are largely scattered around the following values:
• τorb=(3.2+2.0−1.2)×108 yr,
• τmoldep =(2.8+2.3−1.2)×109 yr;
where the characteristic values are the median of the respective dis-
tributions, and the scatter is given by the interquartile range, span-
ning the 25th to 75th percentiles of the distributions. Beside the
difference in order of magnitude, the depletion and orbital times
show similar dynamic ranges. Molecular depletion time values are
largely in agreement with the results of Leroy et al. (2013) which
measure a τmoldep =(2.2
+2.0
−1.0)×109 yr. Their sample, however, does
not include early-type galaxies, which can shift the τmoldep median
to higher values. In the panel, the two concentric 1σ and 2σ confid-
ence ellipses approximate the regions of the diagram that contain
∼ 68% and ∼ 95% of the data, respectively; oriented in the direc-
tion of maximal variance of the data points. Those ellipses are ob-
tained by performing a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the
data. The PCA technique (Pearson 1901) constructs the covariance
matrix of the data and performs a spectral embedding of the matrix
in order to describe the data through their larger variance direction.
The confidence ellipsoids are oriented by the main eigenvector of
the matrix (i.e. the eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue) which
indicates the direction of maximum extension of the data in the
plane. The orientation of the main eigenvector defines, in essence,
the slope of the relation under analysis. The major and minor axes
of the ellipsoid are calculated as σmaj,min = 2
√
λmaj,min, where
λmaj,min indicate the largest and the smallest eigenvectors of the
matrix, respectively. In this case, σmin represents the scatter of the
relation. The angle between the ellipses and the x-axis is ∼ 70◦
(equivalent to a slope ∼ 3.4), indicating that the relation between
the two τmoldep and τorb is much steeper than linear. Also, the two
quantities are not strongly correlated given that the ratio between
the 1σ ellipse major and minor axes is∼ 1.5. Despite the scatter, an
orbital efficiency of orb = 5% describes quite well the trend in the
data and follows the median of the data within the 1σ ellipse. The
1σ ellipse is bounded by the orb = 1.7% and orb = 17% lines.
Globally, therefore, the resolved measurements of depletion time
appear to follow equation 4 (restricted to the molecular gas mass
surface density) with orb = 5% and a scatter of about ∼ 0.5 dex;
in other words 5% of the available molecular gas is converted into
stars at each orbit in our galaxies. The data are asymmetrically
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scattered around the outer confidence ellipse toward high values of
depletion time, probably due to the shortage of late type galaxies in
our sample. Our orbital efficiency value is comparable to other res-
ults from local galaxies in the literature which found orb ∼ 6−7%
(Kennicutt 1998, Wong & Blitz 2002 , Leroy et al. 2008). Never-
theless, a clear correlation between molecular depletion time and
orbital time is rarely observed (e.g., Wong 2009, Leroy et al. 2008)
especially in the molecular-dominated regime (Leroy et al. 2008).
In order to check the impact of Σmol and ΣSFR non-detections, we
include upper and lower limits of the molecular depletion time in
the plots (gray points). By adding those values, the relation between
τmoldep and τorb becomes highly questionable, since many low mo-
lecular depletion time points are added. Those values are mostly
due to Σmol non-detections (see Appendix D).
Originally, the relation between depletion time and orbital
time has been tested indirectly by Kennicutt (1998) using total gas
mass surface densities and integrated measurements. In his study,
the assumed orbital time was measured at the outer edge of the star-
forming region and it was used as dynamical time in his version of
the Schmidt’s law. The author concluded that the Schmidt’s rela-
tion, modified to account for the orbital time, provides a feasible
star formation law. Kennicutt (1998) measured an orbital efficiency
of 10% in a sample of normal spiral plus starburst galaxies. Follow-
ing this seminal work, we use the orbital time measured at 2Reff ,
together with molecular depletion times integrated within the same
radius (Fig. 2, right). Additionally, we color-encode the data points
by the Hubble type of their galaxies. The morphology of our galax-
ies has been defined by-eye by members of the CALIFA teams as
described in Walcher et al. (2014). Sbc galaxies which, in num-
ber, dominate our sample (we have 18 Sbc on a total of 39 objects)
appears to cluster around orb ∼ 10%. Moreover the data points
belonging to these galaxies appear moderate correlated showing a
Spearman rank ∼ 0.7. Including the Sb galaxies (which follow
the same orbital efficiency of 10%) the Spearman rank decreases
to 0.5. Nevertheless, other type galaxies largely deviate from this
value. In particular the early-types (e.g, E, S0, and Sa types) show
very long depletion times, away from the main relation. Across the
Hubble sequence global measurements of τmoldep and τorb appear ac-
tually anti-correlated. A similar anti-correlation has been noticed
by Leroy et al. (2013) (see their Figure 7) for a different sample of
nearby discs, which, as in our case, include only molecular gas.
For comparison with the analysis of Kennicutt (1998) and
Leroy et al. (2008), we simulate the effects of including atomic
gas in our analysis. The results of the test, reported in Appendix C,
suggest that considering the atomic gas might not significantly alter
the appearance of both pixel-by-pixel and integrated depletion time
- orbital time relationships in our molecular-rich galaxies.
4 RESOLVED ORBITAL TIME RELATIONSHIPS
ACROSS MORPHOLOGIES AND MASSES
In the previous section, we show that the resolved τmoldep and τorb
measurements from our sample of EDGE-CALIFA galaxies cluster
around an orbital efficiency of 5%, albeit with a scatter of 0.5
dex. In addition, we showed that the integrated molecular deple-
tion times in early-type galaxies deviate from the τmoldep−τorb rela-
tion of the later type galaxies. In this regard, we want to test if the
scatter in the resolved τmoldep -τorb relationship is attributable to the
Hubble type by color-encoding the detected line-of-sight by their
morphologies. The result of this analysis is shown in Fig. 3, where
we also consider ΣSFR and Σmol versus τorb. When the galax-
ies are segregated through the Hubble types, the medians of the
depletion and orbital times reflect the behavior of the integrated
measurements, i.e. the kpc-size regions in the early-type galaxies
have longer depletion times, but shorter orbital times with respect
to the late-types (Fig. 3a). In particular, the medians for Sb-Sbc
galaxies lie exactly on the orb = 5% locus. Even though the av-
eraged ΣSFR and τorb correlate with morphologies (Fig. 3b), it is
not true for Σmol, where the distribution of median values appear
to be packed at the same location (Fig. 3c). Those trends are more
prominent if non-detections are included (see Appendix A).
Additionally, different Hubble types appear to follow differ-
ent τmoldep - τorb relations relative to from the global trend (Fig. 3a).
For earlier-types (e.g, S0, Sa, Sab) the correlations are steep. This
steepness decreases in the late-types (e.g, Sc, Scd, and Sd). For
Sb galaxies, the molecular depletion time appears to be uncorrel-
ated with τorb. The latter result is consistent with comparable, kpc-
scale, resolved studies (e.g., Leroy et al. 2008, Wong 2009, Leroy
et al. 2013; which include late spirals only) that do not identify a
significant trend between the two quantities. The difference in the
steepness of the τmoldep - τorb relation with the Hubble types seems
to be driven by the behavior of ΣSFR with the orbital time. Indeed,
the ΣSFR- τorb relationship flattens from early- to late-types, while
Σmol and τorb are anti-correlated, but, modulo outliers, no signi-
ficant variations with the Hubble types are observed. Therefore, re-
garding our sample, the different behaviors of molecular depletion
time with respect to orbital time and galaxy morphology are mostly
driven by the correlations of SFR surface densities with these two
parameters (τmoldep and τorb).
Similarly, data points corresponding to different Hubble types
are well localized in particular regions of the diagrams. Regions
above the nearby galaxy depletion time (τmoldep∼ 2 Gyr) and above
the sample running average are mostly populated by early-type
galaxies (e.g, E, S0, and Sa). Elliptical galaxies, for which we pos-
sess only a few measurements, show very large values of deple-
tion time (τmoldep> 10
11 yr). The early-type galaxies seem to have
somewhat shorter orbital times than others. Sab, Sb, and Sbc span
larger regions of the τmoldep−τorb diagram, where the depletion time
decreases from Sab to Sbc types, reaching value of an order-of-
magnitude below the sample average and the nearby galaxy value.
At the same time, late-type galaxies show longer orbital time com-
pared to the early types (τorb> 108.5 yr) that slowly increases
from Sab to Sbc. Nevertheless, those galaxy morphologies cover
the largest area of the τmoldep -τorb diagram. Most of the late-type
galaxy molecular depletion times (e.g., Scd and Sd) are, instead,
below the average. For these galaxies orbital times span a large
range (106.5 < τorb< 109.2 yr).
If we consider the average orbital efficiency of the full sample
(i.e. orb = 5%), the scatter of the detected lines-of-sight across the
Hubble sequence decreases: ∼ 2 dex for E galaxies, ∼ 0.7 dex for
S0, Sa, and Sab galaxies; and∼ 0.3−0.4 dex for galaxies between
Sb to Sd types.
González Delgado et al. (2015) clearly showed that the stellar
mass of galaxies decreases along the Hubble sequence (see their
Figure 2). To understand whether the correlations with morpho-
logy are merely a reflection of the stellar mass behavior, in the
second row of Fig. 3 we group the lines-of-sight within bins of
0.2 M∗ dex. Stellar masses are obtained from the product of stel-
lar population synthesis of Sánchez et al. (2016) (after converting
from Salpeter to Kroupa IMF). Fig. 3d shows that the molecular
depletion time increases with increasing stellar mass. High stellar
masses (M∗ > 1011 M) correspond to τmoldep& 109 yrs, while low
mass galaxy data span the full parameter space: galaxies with stellar
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Figure 3. Pixel-by-pixel relations between τmoldep (first column), ΣSFR (second column), and Σmol (third column) with respect to τorb, where both ΣSFR and
Σmol are detected with line-of-sights SNR> 2. The data are color-encoded by Hubble type (first row) and integrated stellar mass (second row). The colored
contours indicate the Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)-smoothed surface that contains 95% of the points in a given category. Elliptical galaxies, for which
we possess only few line-of-sights, are plotted with red circles, instead of a contour. Colored squares indicate the positions of the quantity medians for each
category. The black solid lines indicate the medians of the related quantities within 0.2 dex bins of orbital times. The black horizontal dashed lines in panels
a and d mark the nearby star forming galaxy depletion time of 2.2 Gyr (Leroy et al. 2013), while the gray diagonal lines are the constant orbital efficiencies
(from left to right) of 0.5%, 1.7%, 5%, 17%, and 50%. This figure shows that the τmoldep−τorb and ΣSFR−τorb relations (panels a and b) are segregated by
the Hubble types, in the sense that the slopes of the relation are shallower from early to late-type galaxies. However, these trends can not be simply attributed
to the different stellar masses of galaxies (panels d and e) nor the molecular gas surface density (panels c and f ).
masses< 109 M can also have 108.5 <τmoldep< 10
11 yrs. This res-
ult resembles what was found by Bolatto et al. (2017; see their Fig.
18), where galaxies with stellar mass above (below)M∗ = 107 M
appear to dominate the depletion time values above (below) the full
sample τmoldep median (see also Fig. 3d).
Nevertheless, the trend of the distribution of medians in the
various diagrams is less clear when segregated through stellar mass
bins. The depletion and orbital times are weakly correlated across
the stellar masses (Fig. 3d), as well as ΣSFR and τorb which seems
to be anti-correlated in the same representation (Fig. 3e). As for the
galaxy morphologies, we do not distinguish any clear trends when
Σmol is considered (Fig. 3f).
Data points within different M∗ bins do not follow different
τmoldep -τorb relationships as for the Hubble type. The behavior of the
depletion time with the stellar mass seems to be driven mostly by
the SFR per unit area that clearly decreases with increasing stel-
lar mass. Again, data points corresponding to low mass galaxies
(M∗ < 109 M) span all ΣSFR allowed by our data. The Σmol-
τorb relationship and Σmol itself do not look significantly influ-
enced by stellar mass (Fig. 3f ).
5 TIME-SCALE PROFILES
Radial profiles of the time-scales studied in this work give further
insights. In Fig. 4 we analyze time profiles as the azimuthal aver-
ages of τmoldep and τorb for each Hubble type. The figure shows the
radial variation of the molecular depletion time (τmoldep , first row),
orbital time (τorb, second row), and the ratio between the two time-
scales (third row) within radial bins of 0.2 Rgal/Re. In the fourth
row, we plot the two time-scale azimuthal averages against each
other.
The panel a of the figure illustrates the behavior of the me-
dian of the depletion time for each category. The global average
profile (the thick black line) increases of about 0.5 dex from the
center to 2Re; the increase between one radius bin and the fol-
lowing is only 0.1 dex, though. A more significant gradient (1 dex
from the centre to the outskirt of the galactic discs) was observed
by Wong (2009) for a smaller sample of nearby star forming galax-
ies. Utomo et al. (2017) show that depletion time increases, de-
creases, or does not change in the center of face-on galaxies in the
EDGE sample4. Those behaviors seem to follow the trends of the
4 Utomo et al. (2017) include only EDGE galaxies with inclination below
75◦.
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Figure 4. The azimuthal averages of τmoldep (panel a), τorb (panel b),
τmoldep /τorb (panel c) as a function of effective radii. The azimuthal average
is defined as the median of the quantities in a particular morphological type
within the radial bins of 0.2Rgal/Re. Panel d shows the azimuthal average
of τmoldep versus τorb where the dashed lines indicate constant orbital effi-
ciencies of 0.5%, 1.7%, 5%, 17%, and 50%. The solid black lines in panels
a, b, and c are the average (median) profiles of the sample. The histogram
on the top row of the figure indicates the relative fractions of pixels within a
particular Hubble category. This figure shows that the molecular depletion
time profiles from early-type (late-type) galaxies tend to be located above
(below) the sample average, while the opposite behavior is observed in the
orbital time azimuthal averages.
ΣSFR profiles with the galactic radius. The authors attribute those
changes to different dynamical pressure equilibriums between the
galaxies induced by large dynamics (from barred and interacting
systems) or local changes of stellar mass surface density. Molecu-
lar gas mass surface densities, instead, do not appear influenced by
the same effects.
The orbital time profiles (Fig. 4, panels c and d) are obtained
from our JAM modeling and are thus smooth, slowly increasing
from the center to the outskirts of the galaxies. The average ratio
between the two timescales is generally flat around ∼ 1.5 consist-
ent with an orbital efficiency orb ∼ 5%.
Regarding the Hubble type, the molecular depletion times of
early- and late-type galaxies are well separated in most of the
cases (e.g. Fig. 4a). The radial profiles of E, S0, and Sab galax-
ies are above the global average, while the radial profiles of Sb,
Sbc, Scd galaxies are below the global average value. Nevertheless,
the global average does not segregate early- and late-types at every
radii. Sd galaxy profile shows an increase above the global average
between ∼ 0.7 to ∼ 1.3Re, where the depletion time assumes
values very similar to early-type galaxies (i.e. τmoldep∼ 1010 yr).
Scd galaxy profile displays a similar increament between ∼ 1.3
to ∼ 2Re, where the depletion time is slightly below ∼ 1011 yr.
For the earliest (E) and latest (Sd) types we possess only a few
measurements (see histogram on the top of Fig. 4), therefore their
profiles might suffer of sample bias.
In the panel b, early-type galaxies show orbital times shorter
than the sample average, while for late-type objects the times are
longer than this value. In the panel c, the ratio of timescales appears
completely segregated by morphology around the average sample
profile.
The last panel of Fig. 4 shows the azimuthal averages of two
time-scales against each other. In most of the cases, the radial in-
crease of τorb is tracked by an increase in τmoldep , while the Sd pro-
file are a notable exception. The Sbc profile, in particular, follows
closely the orbital efficiency of 5%, meaning that this galaxy type
drives the resolved relationship between τmoldep and τorb . Indeed,
Sbc galaxies dominate the total amount of detected lines-of-sight
in our sample. In general, the correlations with the Hubble type
that we see through this analysis closely resembles to the pixel-by-
pixel behavior of the previous sections even when HI is accounted
(see Appendix C).
In summary, we observe that the galaxy morphologies are cor-
related to both the molecular depletion time and the orbital time of
the galaxies. As a consequence, galaxies with different morpholo-
gies have different slopes in the τmoldep -τorb relation. This behavior is
mostly driven by ΣSFR, because Σmol in our sample does not seem
to correlate with either the orbital time or morphologies5. The ob-
served segregations are not simply driven by the stellar mass, even
though it has an important contribution in setting the molecular de-
pletion time of the galaxies.
6 DISCUSSION
The τmoldep -τorb relation is supposed to represent a scenario where
both growth of gravitational instabilities, the subsequent collapse
of gas clouds, and ultimately star formation are influenced by the
galactic rotation.
5 Note that our measurements are done within the CO map masked region.
This masked region does not encompass the whole galaxy and favors re-
gions where CO can be detected.
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Figure 5. Violin plot representations of the resolved quantities that are studied in this paper across the Hubble types. Violin plots are histograms, where the
width along the x-axis indicates the normalized fraction of data at the corresponding y-axis value. The values of ΣSFR, Σmol, τmoldep , and τ
mol
dep /τorb are
analyzed pixel-by-pixel, while Vc and τorb azimuthal averages are calculated within 2 Reff . Choosing Vc and τorb within 1 Reff renders the trend with Hubble
type of the two quantities even more prominent. White circles represent the median values for each Hubble type. Dashed lines show the global median of the
full sample of galaxies for a given property. This figure shows that all quantities, except Σmol, appear to be related to the galactic morphology. These trends
do not change if we include Σmol and ΣSFR from the non-detected line-of-sights.
The existence of such a relation is not trivial, though. Star
formation occurs exclusively within molecular clouds, which are
local overdensities with respect to the molecular gas density distri-
bution (for a recent review see Kennicutt & Evans 2012). Hence,
ΣSFR and Σmol can be considered as local quantities. The circu-
lar velocity, instead, depends on the mass within a certain galacto-
centric radius. The relationship between molecular depletion time
and orbital time is, therefore, the parametrization of large-scale dy-
namics that acts on small scales.
6.1 Morphological quenching in action?
Perhaps, the most striking manifestation of large-scale dynamics
is represented by galaxy morphology, historically classified via
Hubble type. Several works have shown that the Hubble types cor-
related with many galactic integrated properties (see e.g, Roberts
& Haynes 1994; Consolandi 2017, and references therein). More
recently the resolved study of González Delgado et al. (2015) ob-
served that stellar metallicity, age, mass, and mass surface density
increase monotonically from late- to early-type galaxies, while the
opposite behavior apparent in their SFRs (González Delgado et al.
2016). In line with these works, in Fig. 5, we summarize the re-
solved galactic properties analyzed in this paper through morpho-
logy. On average, SFR surface density increases from early- to late-
type morphologies, while the molecular depletion time decreases.
The trend of τmoldep with morphology has been noticed also by integ-
rated studies (see, e.g. Saintonge et al. 2011, their Fig. 5). Instead,
the average behavior of the molecular gas surface density is gen-
erally flat with respect to the Hubble types. Previous studies have
illustrated that early-type galaxies can encompass a large fraction
of H2 gas (e.g. Young, Bendo & Lucero 2009, Young et al. 2014).
Nevertheless, we remind the reader that our sample is IR-selected,
therefore the early-type objects analyzed here might be more gas
rich compared to “standard” E or S0 galaxies.
The existence of a flat behavior of Σmol with respect to Hubble
type might indicate that a significant reservoir of molecular gas is
present in every galaxy of our sample, but in our early-types the
cold gas has lost the ability to form stars (e.g., Martig et al. 2013).
The suppression of star formation in galaxies is generally referred
as “quenching”. Star formation quenching has been explained using
a variety of effects (see the introduction of Martig et al. 2009 for a
quick summary).
In particular, together with the conclusions of González Del-
gado et al. (2015), our evidence supports the idea of “morpholo-
gical quenching,” where a gaseous disc embedded within a stellar
spheroid, rather than a stellar disc, becomes stable against grav-
itational collapse (e.g., Martig et al. 2009). This scheme does not
envision a shortage of molecular gas, in line with what we observed
in our data. Instead, the suppression of the disc instabilities is the
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cause of the star formation shutdown even if a substantial amount
of gas is present.
Other explanations can apply too. Quenching introduced by
AGN feedback (e.g. Cattaneo et al. 2009) might have an effect,
since ∼ 35% of our targets host an AGN. The discrepancy in the
star formation rate along the Hubble sequence can be also enhanced
due to the particular conditions within the late-type galaxies. In
those systems, high mass star formation (mini-starburst events) can
trigger feedback causing the destruction of the clouds, but also
compression of the interstellar gas that creates new overdensities
and increases star formation (Saintonge et al. 2011). We can not
exclude also the possibility that our early-type galaxies require a
lower-than-Galactic αCO to deduce the right Σmol values (see Ap-
pendix D).
6.2 Stabilization via shear
The morphological quenching model is based on the Toomre
(1964) theory, which predicts that the development of gravitational
instabilities within the gaseous disc is hampered by the gas kin-
ematics and by the presence of dissipative forces induced by the
galaxy differential rotation, as shear.
Shear as a stabilizing agent against self-gravity has been in-
voked several times to explain the differences of cloud properties
between observations and simulations (e.g. Dobbs & Pringle 2013,
Colombo et al. 2014, Suwannajak, Tan & Leroy 2014, Miyamoto
et al. 2015, Ward et al. 2016). Hunter, Elmegreen & Baker (1998)
defined a threshold in the gas mass surface density that sets a lower
limit for the GMC formation which is directly proportional to the
local shear rate. Meidt et al. (2015) showed that in M51, the cloud
lifetime appears to be constrained by the shear rate in the inter-
arm regions of the galaxy where this effect dominates over stellar
feedback. Several works indicated that shear does not only set the
locations where clouds can form, but also control star formation
itself. Hydrodynamical simulations of Weidner, Bonnell & Zin-
necker (2010) have shown that the formation of super star clusters
is inversely proportional to the shear strength (see also Fogerty et al.
2016). The likelihood of OB associations formation is also dis-
favored in this context. Similarly, Hocuk & Spaans (2011) observed
that clouds subjected to high shear from super-massive black holes
tends to have lower SFE. Davis et al. (2014) noticed some connec-
tion between shear strength and SFE in their sample of star forming
early-type galaxies. Weak rotational support might also be one of
the main causes of starbursts in high redshift systems. The low an-
gular momentum of observed z ≈ 1−3 objects is thought to reduce
their stability and favor the generation of large clumps that substan-
tially increases the star formation rate (see Obreschkow et al. 2015
and references therein). Nevertheless, star formation in the Milky
Way clouds does not seems to correlate with shear at any stage of
their evolution. Dib et al. (2012) discussed that shear might have an
effect in setting where GMCs can form, but self-gravity is mainly
balanced by other factors as stellar feedback, turbulence or mag-
netic field. The sharp decrement of the mean circular speed across
the Hubble type (Fig. 5d; see also Kalinova et al. 2017a), together
with the increment of the orbital time (Fig. 5e), suggests that a dif-
ferent degree of shear is present within the different morphologies.
We can explicitly calculate the local shear rate within our
galaxies through the Oort’s constant A:
A = 0.5
(
Vc
Rgal
− dVc
dRgal
)
=
pi
τorb
(1− β), (16)
where β = d lnVc/d lnRgal represents the shape of the circular
speed curve. Assuming that the rising part of the curve behaves as
a solid body, Vc ∝ Rgal, this gives β = 1 and A = 0, while in the
flat part of the curve, Vc =constant, β = 0, and the shear reaches
its maximum at A = pi/τorb. In the top left panel of Fig. 6, we
plot the average depletion time versus the average azimuthal shear
(A) for each Hubble type. Clearly, the molecular depletion time
follows the increment of A across the Hubble types within the
detected lines-of-sight, where the late-type galaxies have lower
τmoldep and less shear than the early-types. Moreover, the averaged
τmoldep and A are strongly correlated across the Hubble types,
showing a Spearman rank of r = 0.9. This value decreases slightly
to r = 0.86 when the elliptical galaxies are removed, because
these galaxies only have a few detections. A similar (but weaker)
correlation between the shear rates and morphologies have been
observed also through integrated measurements (Seigar 2005). The
top-right panel of Fig. 6 shows the azimuthal averaged values of
β for each galaxy in our sample. The average β per morphology
slightly decreases across the Hubble types (r = −0.47), which
indicates again that the shear increases from late- to early-types.
Generally, |β| is always below unity in Fig. 6 (right), meaning
that, in the regions of the galaxies where we have detections,
the contribution of the shear is never equal to zero. Therefore,
according to Eq. 16, the shear behavior is dominated by the
behavior of the orbital time in our sample. In Section 4 we observe
that, on average, ΣSFR increases with the orbital time across the
Hubble types (see Fig 3b). In light of Eq. 16, this suggests that
ΣSFR is inversely proportional to the local shear as illustrated in
Fig. 6 (bottom-left).
Given this, there does not appear to be a universal “Silk-
Elmegreen” law to appropriately describes the overall star
formation in various morphologies of galaxies (at least on local
scale), but a clear decrease of τmoldep -τorb slope along the Hubble
types is observed. Other parameters (such as shear) might need
to be taken into account to obtain a universal star formation law
(see also Tan 2000, Shi et al. 2011, Krumholz, Dekel & McKee
2012, Davis et al. 2014, Utreras, Becerra & Escala 2016, Bolatto
et al. 2017). Nevertheless the violin plots in Fig. 5 show a large
overlap, meaning that several regions in galaxies with different
morphologies work in a similar way. The τmoldep -τorb relation that
we discussed in Section 3 might emerge due to the superposition
of regions with similar local effects, but, not necessarily, belong
to similar morphologies. In particular, spheroids and bulges are
associated with discrepant data (Section 4 and Appendix B), as
well the discrepant points with high metallicity, stellar surface
density, and velocity dispersion (as seen in Appendix B). From this
coincidence, it may be that the discs follow the τmoldep -τorb relation
while bulges and spheroids do not. However, these results are
strongly shaped by our sample selection, so that this interpretation
is not robust.
In conclusion, it appears that galaxy morphology affects both the
capability of galaxies to form stars and the galaxy dynamics in
a broad sense. The reverse causality may also be true: dynamical
and gravitational instabilities may have an impact on SFR that can
change the galaxy’s appearance through secular processes (Khoch-
far & Silk 2006, Combes 2009).
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Figure 6. The correlations between the azimuthally-averaged shear rate (A, left), the absolute value of the rotation curve shape (β, right), the molecular
depletion time (top), and the SFR surface density (bottom) across the Hubble types where both dependent and independent quantities are defined. Colored
squares indicate the median of the quantity distributions within a given morphology, while the error bars show their median absolute deviations. In the corner
of each panel, the Spearman rank (rs) of each correlation is indicated together with the p-value (p). This figure shows that the average molecular depletion
times and the SFR surface density are strongly correlated to the local shear across the Hubble types.
7 SUMMARY
In this paper, we analyze the relation between molecular star form-
ation effiency and large-scale dynamics on the plane described by
molecular depletion time and orbital time through a sample of 39
EDGE-CALIFA kpc-resolved galaxies (with i < 65◦) spanning
various morphological types, SFRs, molecular gas masses, and stel-
lar masses. Our findings are summarized below.
• Considering all our detected lines-of-sight, τmoldep∼ 20τorb
(i.e. 5% of the available molecular gas is converted into stars at
each orbit), with a large scatter of 0.5 dex (the left panel of Fig. 2).
This result is in agreement with previous findings by Kennicutt
(1998), Wong & Blitz (2002), and Leroy et al. (2013).
• The integrated measurements of molecular depletion time for
Sb-Sbc type galaxies are moderately correlated with the orbital
times at 2Reff with a Spearman rank of ∼ 0.5 − 0.7 (the right
panel of Fig. 2). The early-type (E and S0) galaxies show very long
depletion times, shifted away from the main τmoldep−τorb relation.
• Galaxies with different Hubble types appear to follow
different τmoldep -τorb resolved relations that decrease in steepness
from the early- to late-types (Fig. 3). Alternatively, the ΣSFR-τorb
relation increases in steepness for later Hubble types. Those trends
are less pronounced when binning the galaxies by their integrated
stellar mass. On the other hand, the kpc-measurements of Σmol
do not correlate with the Hubble types, suggesting that different
τmoldep−τorb relations across the Hubble types are driven by ΣSFR,
rather than Σmol. However, our conclusion may be affected by
the infrared-bright criterion in the sample selection of the EDGE
survey.
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• The azimuthal averages of molecular depletion times become
shorter from early-type to late-type galaxies, while the opposite
behavior is observed for the orbital time (Fig. 4). As a result, the
ratios between τmoldep and τorb decrease from early-type to late-type
galaxies (the bottom right panel of Fig. 5).
• On average, the local shear rate appears to decrease across the
Hubble types and appears to correlate with the molecular depletion
times (Fig. 6), with a Spearman rank correlation coefficient of 0.9.
This result provides a tentative evidence for a scenario where shear
plays an important role in counteracting gravitational contraction
and possibly suppressing star formation.
This study highlights also the urgency to gather a more homo-
geneous sample (in term of both galaxy morphologies and stellar
masses) of kpc-resolved observations, together with the observa-
tions of molecular gas and optical IFU data at the scale of molecular
clouds (∼ 50 pc), thereby connecting the global and local effects
in a more consistent way.
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APPENDIX A: TESTING THE EFFECTS OF
NON-DETECTIONS
In Section 4 we observed that, binned through their morphology, τmoldep and
τorb line-of-sight averages are anti-correlated, while ΣSFR and τorb cor-
relate. Instead Σmol does not show any significant trend with both orbital
time or Hubble type. To understand how non-detections could affect those
behaviors, we reproduce Fig. 3 including ΣSFR and Σmol lower limits.
The result is shown in Fig. A1. In Section 3 we observed, for example,
that the addition of the depletion time non-detections yielded no discernible
correlation between τmoldep and τorb when observed pixel-by-pixel.
Mainly the non-detections affect the τmoldep and Σmol trends of late-
type galaxies (from Sb to Sd) for which relation contours extend to lower
times and surface densities, respectively (Fig A1 panels a and c). Elliptical
galaxies show several new data points at longer orbital times. In this rep-
resentation, the late- type galaxies do not show a clear τmoldep -τorb relation.
The ΣSFR-τorb diagram is not largely affected by those values, though
(Fig A1b). Together, the behavior of the early-type galaxies remains sig-
nificantly different from the late-types and the average behaviors observed
through detections only are largely preserved.
In a similar way, the inclusion of non-detections does not alter our
conclusions about the role of the stellar mass in the trends noticed through
detections only via Hubble type. In Section 4 we observed a weak (anti-
) correlation between the average (ΣSFR) τmoldep and τorb. In Figure A1
(second row) those behaviors look less defined. As for the galaxy morpho-
logies, we do not distinguish any clear trends when Σmol is considered
(Fig. A1f ).
APPENDIX B: TESTING THE INFLUENCE OF LOCAL
GALACTIC PROPERTIES
In this paper, we use the nebular emission lines surveyed by CALIFA to
obtain information about the star formation in the galaxies. CALIFA also
observed the stellar spectra, which can be used to characterize the stellar
population properties, including the mass surface densities, metallicities,
ages, and stellar kinematics (see Pérez et al. 2013; Cid Fernandes et al.
2013; Cid Fernandes et al. 2014; and González Delgado et al. 2014 for
further details). Here we study how the relation between the molecular de-
pletion time and the orbital time is influenced by local properties. To do so,
we approach the problem on two fronts: by considering (1) the properties of
the stellar population, and (2) the kinematics within galaxies. For this study,
we consider the detections only, because the contours related to detections
plus non-detections provide similar conclusions.
Following Bolatto et al. (2017; their Fig. 17 and 18), we divide the
sample into two subsamples based on the properties under study. The res-
ults of our analysis are illustrated in Fig. B1. We plot in blue (red) the data
with values below (above) the property median. We also use yellow circles
to show measurements obtained within the bulge area as described by the
effective radius calculated by Neumann et al. (2017). In general, the over-
lapping region between the upper and lower hand distributions contains the
majority of the points (90 − 95% of the total). However, outliers also give
useful insights.
The stellar mass surface density is the local property that appears
to have the most direct influence on both depletion and orbital times
(Fig. B1a). The medians of the lower and upper hand distributions (red and
blue squares in the panel) closely follow the running average between τmoldep
and τorb (full black line in the panel). Lower orbital times are dominated
c© 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–18
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Figure A1. Pixel-by-pixel relations between τmoldep (first column), ΣSFR (second column), and Σmol (third column) with respect to τorb color-encoded with
Hubble type (first row) and integrated stellar mass (second row) where molecular depletion time non-detections are added. Symbols and notations follow
Fig. 3. Σmol non-detections are the most significant. The increased scatter in the τmoldep -τorb relationship, however, does not change the main conclusion of the
paper regarding the role of morphology in the dynamics and star formation properties of the galaxies.
by high values of Σ∗. The converse is also true when we consider the non-
detections (thin colored lines in the plot). The data are not, however, sep-
arate across the lines of constant depletion time. This means that both star
formation rate and molecular mass surface densities are correlated with Σ∗.
The stellar mass surface density is also partially connected with the orbital
efficiency: low efficiencies appear dominated by high Σ∗ values and vice
versa. The outliers of the relation (i.e. the data points outside the outer con-
fidence ellipsoid) show mainly anomalous Σ∗ values. The stellar mass sur-
face density represents the local gravitational potential, therefore a connec-
tion with τorb, which in turn parametrizes the global potential at a particular
galactocentric radius, is expected. Several authors (e.g., Leroy et al. 2008,
Bolatto et al. 2017) have also noticed that the depletion time anti-correlates
with Σ∗. This is foreseen by a picture of feedback-regulated star formation
(e.g., Ostriker & Shetty 2011), where the dynamical-equilibrium pressure is
correlated with ΣSFR. The molecular-to-atomic to gas ratio is also propor-
tional to the hydrostatic pressure in the disc mid-plane (e.g, Wong & Blitz
2002, Blitz & Rosolowsky 2006), and this quantity is covariant with the
stellar mass surface density (Kim, Ostriker & Kim 2013).
Fig. B1b partitions the τorb-τmoldep data by metallicity. Again, most
data overlap between the populations, but the outliers are associated with
high metallicity, specifically high τmoldep and low τorb , and (considering the
non-detections also) the high orbital time data all show metallicity values
in the high metallicity group. Interestingly, the detections with a metalli-
city in the lower half of the distribution are tightly constrained within the
95% confidence ellipsoid. The lower orbital efficiency shown in the plot
(orb = 0.5%) is fully dominated by high metallicity values. Indeed, the
median related to the high metallicity distribution seems slightly shifted
towards low orbital efficiencies and vice versa. The same is true if we con-
sider the behavior of the stellar age across the relation (Fig. B1c). In this
case, however, the contours that contain 95% of the data for both distri-
butions appear co-spatial in the diagram. If we include non-detection too,
the lines-of-sight belonging to the lower age data extend to lower depletion
time values.
Stellar kinematics give further insights. Interestingly, different values
of circular speed are distributed across all different values of orbital times
(Fig. B1d), meaning that the orbital time per pixel is mainly driven by
the galactocentric radius. Depletion times above 1010 yr are located only
towards high Vc values. This result reflects what observed in Bolatto et
al. (2017; their Fig. 18), where high stellar mass lines-of-sight dominate
high τmoldep region in their plots. The medians of τorb and τ
mol
dep within the
two distributions closely resemble the medians when the relation is color-
encoded by stellar metallicity or age.
Instead the behavior of the stellar velocity dispersion (σ∗) is similar to
the behavior of Σ∗ (Fig. B1e). Again outliers appear dominated by high ve-
locity dispersion lines-of-sight. The trend of the ordered-over-random mo-
tion of the stars mirrors the σ∗ behavior (Fig. B1f ) and it is clearly driven
by the velocity dispersion.
Lines-of-sight within the identified galactic bulge areas (Neumann
et al. 2017) are primarily found as outliers in these diagrams, particularly
within the upper distributions of stellar mass surface density, metallicity,
and velocity dispersion.
In conclusion, it appears that outliers of the τmoldep -τorb relation are
generally dominated by high values of Σ∗, σ∗, and, in particular, stellar
metallicity. These properties are associated with galaxy nuclei, bulges, and
spheroids. These outliers are also found in data from early-type galaxies,
where these structures are dominant (see Fig 3a). Stellar surface density and
velocity dispersion closely follow the trend of the relation, while we have
some indications that high metallicity, ages, and circular speeds belong to
lines-of-sight shifted towards low orb and vice versa.
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Figure B1. Analysis of the distribution of local stellar properties in the τmoldep -τorb diagram: stellar mass surface density (panel a), metallicity (panel b), age
(panel c), circular speed (panel d), line-of-sight stellar velocity dispersion (panel e), and line-of-sight stellar order-over-random motion (panel f ). The data
points are separated according to their color-encoding property medians. The contour shades contain 50%, 75%, and 95% of the total number of detections.
The outer thick (thin) colored contour contains 95% of the detections (detections plus non-detections), while the colored squares show the median of τmoldep and
τorb within the respective distributions with their respective standard deviations (for the detection only). The black solid lines indicate median of the related
quantities within bins of 0.2 dex with respect to τorb. The confidence ellipsoids shown in black contain∼ 68% and∼ 95% of the total number of detections.
Gray dashed diagonal lines indicate constant orbital efficiency (orb): from the top to bottom 0.5%, 1.7%, 5%, 17%, and 50%. Yellow circles indicate the
measurements obtained within the bulge area delimited by the bulge effective radius (Neumann et al. 2017). The figure shows that the scatter is mainly given
by data points with high values of Σ∗, stellar metallicity, and velocity dispersion generally attributable to nuclei, bulges, or spheroids.
APPENDIX C: TESTING THE INFLUENCE OF ATOMIC
GAS
Kennicutt-Schmidt and Silk-Elmegreen relations have been originally
measured for the total neutral gas which incorporate both molecular and
atomic gas, the latter generally traced via 21 cm wavelength line observa-
tions. In this Section, we test how the inclusion of the atomic gas would po-
tentially change the Silk-Elmegreen type relation that we analyzed in this
paper. Since the resolved HI measurements do not exist for our sample,
we generate synthetic atomic mass surface density by imposing ΣHI =
10 M pc−2 for each pixel, corrected for the physical size of the pixel. This
is justified by previous results. For example, Leroy et al. (2008) showed
that the radial profiles of atomic mass surface density are remarkably con-
stant around 10 M pc−2 (see their Appendix F) in a sample of 23 nearby
star forming galaxies drawn from THINGS (Walter et al. 2008) and HER-
ACLES (Leroy et al. 2009). Fig. C1 shows the result of the test, which
considers detections only. Generally, the addition of the atomic gas does
not change the appearance of pixel-by-pixel relation originally observed in
Fig 2 (see Fig. C1, left). The inner contours of the relations that include
66% of data points from total and molecular gas only (full and dashed lines,
respectively) follow the 5% orbital efficiency line. This might be related to
the fact that most of our galaxies appear to be molecular-dominated, since
in 75% of our pixels Σmol > ΣHI across all sampled galacto-centric radii.
The middle panel of Fig. C1 shows the azimuthal average profiles of the
total (full lines) and molecular (dashed lines) gas depletion time profiles
with respect to the orbital time profiles divided into Hubble type groups.
Total and molecular-only gas profiles track each other quite well in each
morphology group, with the total gas profiles always shifted toward slightly
longer depletion times. Integrated quantities in the rightmost panel of the
figure mirror this behavior. The anti-correlation with orbital times across the
Hubble sequence is present whether total or molecular gas depletion times
are considered. Nevertheless, vertical shift between the two depletion times
is more prominent in some galaxies than in others and does not necessarily
follows the morphological type. Summarizing, the conclusions concerning
the correlation between galactic morphology, orbital time, and depletion
time discussed along the paper are preserved by including the atomic gas
contribution in the analysis, despite the representation used. However, since
atomic gas-dominated surface densities do not correlate with ΣSFR (e.g.
Schruba et al. 2011), the relation between total gas depletion time and or-
bital time might be associated to the conversion between HI to H2 rather
than to star formation itself. In particular the creation of molecular gas over-
densities from the smooth atomic medium in the regions of the galaxies
(where the gas self-gravity overcomes tidal forces and shear) might happen
on the orbital timescale. Nevertheless, we are not able to discern between
the two different interpretations with the current data.
APPENDIX D: CAVEATS
Sample biases. EDGE was designed to span larger values of stellar masses
and morphologies than previous surveys. Nevertheless, the CARMA
sample was selected based on IR-brightness, which leads to a lack of
well-resolved E and Sd types, as well as galaxies with stellar mass below
109M and above 1011M. We further restricted the sample to galaxies
with inclination < 65◦ and with good dynamical models. We ended up
with a sample of 39 galaxies and 6360 individual lines-of-sight, each
representing a ∼kpc-scale region. Of these, 80% belong to Sab-to-Sc
morphologies, and the remaining 20% are equally shared between the other
Hubble types. The percentage of Sab-to-Sc data points decreases to 75%
if non-detections are considered. At the same time, galaxies with stellar
masses between 1010-1011 M dominate the data (74%), while we have
only few measurements for low-mass galaxies (6% for M∗ < 1010 M)
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Figure C1. The depletion time - orbital time relations explored in the paper with synthetic atomic gas measurements added. Left: pixel-by-pixel τdep-τorb
relations from total (atomic plus molecular; gray full lines) and molecular (gray dashed lines) gas. The inner and outer contours contain 66% and 95% of
the total detected CO lines-of-sight, respectively. Middle: azimuthal averages of τdep and τorb in radial bins of 0.2Rgal/Re where total gas (full lines) and
molecular gas only (dashed lines) are included in the calculation of τdep, divided into Hubble type groups. The last group, “Sc-Sd”, considers “Scd” galaxies
too. Right: total (full symbols) and molecular (empty symbols) gas depletion times integrated within 2Re with respect to orbital time measurements at 2Re.
Each symbol represents a given galaxy color-encoded according to its Hubble type group. In the panels, dashed black straight lines indicate constant conversion
efficiencies, from top to bottom, of 0.5%, 1.7%, 5%, 17%, and 50%. The addition of the atomic gas does not appear to significantly alter the main conclusions
of our analysis of the τmoldep τorb relationship.
and for high mass galaxies (20% for M∗ > 1011 M). However, we find
that these results do not change if we consider non-detections and that the
sample used in this paper is representative of the inclination-limited EDGE
sample (see Section 2.3).
Flux recovery. EDGE cubes do not include the total power data. The
observing strategy, which incorporates data from CARMA’s D- and
E-configurations, allows the recovery of a large range of scales (see Bolatto
et al. 2017). However, we cannot be sure about how the addition of the total
power might influence the non-detections. Along the paper we observe
that including the lower limits (especially of Σmol ) can change the results
we derive. In particular, CO non-detections add shorter depletion times
to our measurements which results in no discernible correlation between
τmoldep and τorb . Total power data might boost Σmol non-detections to
larger values which would reestablish the relationship we observe through
detections only. Therefore, our results regarding the τmoldep -τorb relation
and its variation with respect to the morphology of the galaxies need to be
verified with a more homogeneous sample of targets and a more complete
reconstruction of emission from the interferometer data.
CO-to-H2 conversion factor variation. For our sample, we derive the mo-
lecular gas mass surface densities from CO luminosities using a con-
stant, Galactic conversion factor: αCO = 4.4 M pc−2 (K km/s pc2)−1.
Bolatto, Wolfire & Leroy (2013; see also Accurso et al. 2017) discuss that
one of the main sources of influence of the CO-to-H2 conversion factor is
the metallicity. Low metallicity reduces the H2 self-shielding that, in turn,
decreases the quantity of available CO. Therefore, low metallicity galax-
ies require a larger αCO to derive a correct molecular gas mass from the
observed CO emission. The global gas-phase metallicities of our galaxies
are almost indistinguishable from the Solar value of 12 + log[O/H] = 8.7.
Nevertheless, this effect may be important for the local measurements that
show values significantly lower than the Galactic average (see, e.g, Fig. B1)
and might require larger values of αCO to obtain the right Σmol. We do not
believe that this bias dominates our results because the lowest gas-phase
metallicity data points do not correspond to the lowest Σmol values.
The usage of a constant αCO might not be appropriate for all galaxy
morphologies. Massive galaxies tend to have stronger interstellar radiation
field and higher gas velocity dispersion than low mass ones, which would
increase the CO emission we measure. Those galaxies would require a
lower-than-Galactic αCO to produce the correct amount of molecular gas
mass. This would result in lower values of τmoldep for this kind of galaxies.
Figure D1. Pixel-by-pixel τmoldep -τorb relations where orbital time is ob-
tained with the JAM dynamical model (red) and CO rotation curves (blue).
Dashed lines and confidence ellipses follow the convention of Fig. 2. The
choice of rotation curve modeling does not significantly change the results.
Considering Fig. 5, in order to have, in early-type galaxies, molecular de-
pletion times comparable to the global average we would need an αCO
∼ 2 − 3 times lower than Galactic for Sa and S0 galaxies, respectively.
We do not consider elliptical galaxies since we have too few detections for
a robust conclusion. Here, we have taken the Milky Way as a Sbc galaxy
(Gerhard 2002), where Sbc galaxies dominate our τmoldep sample average.
Given an uncertainty of∼ 0.3 dex on the generally assumed αCO (Bolatto,
Wolfire & Leroy 2013), it is plausible that the flat trend of Σmol we observe
with respect to Hubble type is caused by our choice of a constant CO-to-H2
conversion factor.
Another aspect, discussed in Leroy et al. (2013) and Sandstrom et al.
(2013), is the possibility that galaxy centers have lower αCO. This would
lead to lowering the value of the depletion time at small galactocentric
radii. At the same time, galaxy centers tend to have shorter orbital times. In
this sense, by using a customized αCO in particular regions of the galaxies
would result in a better correlation between τmoldep and τorb as observed in
Leroy et al. (2013, their section 4.4).
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Figure D2. Relationships between τmoldep , ΣSFR, and Σmol with respect to the orbital time color-encoded by inclination (first row) and distance (second row).
Symbols and notations follow Fig. B1.
JAM versus CO rotation curves. To test how the usage of dynamical
models instead of CO rotation curves might influence our conclusions
about the τmoldep -τorb relation, we collect 13 galaxies (2234 data) with both
dynamical models and well defined CO rotation curves, and we derive the
orbital times for both of them. For this experiment we use only detections.
CO rotation curve models have been calculated via the universal rotation
curve formula presented in Persic, Salucci & Stel (1996) (R.C. Levy et
al., in preparation for more details). In Fig. D1 we plot the τmoldep -τorb
relation obtained through JAM- and CO-derived circular velocity curves.
Confidence ellipses related to JAM appear shifted toward lower orbital
times by ∼0.1 dex. This might be because the JAM approach tends to
overestimate the mass-to-light ratio, therefore the circular velocity, in the
center of the galaxies. This has been reported in several occasions: face-on
barred systems (Lablanche et al. 2012) or when averaging several stellar
populations (Davis et al. 2013). At the same time, CO rotation curves
are severely affected by beam smearing at lower galactocentric radii,
which underestimates velocities in those regions. Nevertheless, the same
relationship between molecular depletion time and orbital time emerges
from the CO-based rotation curves, so we conclude that this choice does
not strongly affect our results. Most of the data overlap and the relations
derived by the two modeling approaches are well described by the 5%
efficiency line with a 0.5 dex scatter.
Inclination and distance. Some of the trends we observe may be influenced
by galactic biases. To check this, in the first and second rows of Fig. D2,
we plot the SE law data color-encoded by galactic inclination and distance,
respectively. For this test we use only detections.
For the inclination test, we include the full sample of galaxies at any
inclination (where this work so far has only considered i < 65◦). High or-
bital times are dominated by highly inclined galaxies. The same is true for
data with very low H2 mass and SF surface densities, besides the deprojec-
tion of the surface density for the inclination (see Utomo et al. 2017). De-
pletion time seems less dominated by this parameter. However, the highest
ΣSFR and Σmol values are found in low inclination galaxies.
Although CALIFA has been designed as a diameter-limited survey
to reduce the effect of the distance biases, the distance to the galaxies
nonetheless appears to have some impact on the relations. The more dis-
tant objects dominate very high depletion time measurements (> 1010 yr).
ΣSFR and Σmol appear shifted toward lower values. Orbital times above
108.5 yr, which constitute the prominent outliers, are located in the same
bin. For the closest objects, instead, we can measure some of the lowest
depletion time values, and the highest SFRs and H2 masses per unit area
of the sample. From the inclination and distance tests we conclude that the
detection criteria select different data for different galaxy types and envir-
onments. The scaling with distance suggests that we may be detecting a
small scale-dependent effect at the kpc-scales, but our data lack the spatial
dynamic range to explore this extensively. These tests suggest small shifts
in the typical galaxies in each population, however, the fundamental rela-
tionships still show the same basic trends no matter how the data are divided
or selected.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/ LATEX file prepared by the
author.
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